Annoyance, sleep disturbance and other health effects of road traffic noise exposure may be related to both level and number of noise events caused by traffic, not just to energy equivalent measures of exposure. Dynamic traffic noise prediction models that include instantaneous vehicle noise emissions can be used to estimate either of these measures. However, current state-of-the-art vehicle noise emission models typically consider a single emission law for each vehicle category, whereas measurements show that the variation in noise emission between vehicles within the same category can be considerable. It is essential that the influence of vehicles that are producing significantly more (or less) noise than the average vehicle are taken into account in modeling in order to correctly predict the levels and frequency of occurrence of road traffic noise events, and in particular to calculate indicators that characterize these noise events. Here, an approach for predicting instantaneous sound levels caused by road traffic is presented, which takes into account measured distributions of sound power levels produced by individual vehicles. For the setting of a receiver adjacent to a dual-lane road carrying free flow traffic, the effect of this approach on estimated percentile levels and sound event indicators is investigated.
Introduction
Road traffic noise prediction models are usually directed towards the estimation of L Aeq or derived indicators such as L den . The main reasons are that energy equivalent levels for road traffic streams are relatively simple and robust to estimate, and that they have a reasonable correlation with annoyance [1] . Criterion levels for road traffic noise utilized for mitigation and planning purposes generally use these single-number energy equivalent metrics of the fluctuating road traffic noise signal. As such, they constitute the predominant indicators used in policy and management (see, for example, the Environmental Noise Directive of the European Commission [2] ). However, energy equivalent noise descriptors say very little about the pattern of fluctuations of noise levels over time, yet it may be this temporal pattern that is of particular interest with respect to specific dimensions of human health effects that arise from road traffic noise [3, 4] .
Sleep disturbance is a major health issue associated with transportation noise [5, 6] , and the research evidence is that the physiological effect of such noise on human sleep may depend more on the level and number of noise events in traffic streams than on energy equivalent measures [7] [8] [9] . Community reaction to sleep disturbance from night-time noise has been highlighted in a review of the increased operations of night-time freight traffic in Australia [10] . That review recognized that community reaction to the noise made by heavy vehicles on urban roadways, particularly late at night when many trucks prefer to travel because of lower levels of congestion, will be a major constraint to the future movement of trucks in urban areas. It also noted that authorities have yet to develop criteria defining acceptable incidence (and magnitude) of traffic-related noise events, and that current noise measurement techniques do not readily accommodate the assessment of the discontinuous nature of the noise of large vehicles traveling at night.
Further, it has been suggested that noise annoyance may also be determined, at least in part, by noise events from road traffic streams [11] [12] [13] . When noise events are noticed, they may distract attention and interfere with activities [14] [15] [16] . Roberts et al. [17] , too, note that various studies demonstrate anomalies to the accepted view that it is the energy equivalent level that is important for annoyance responses, postulating that it is the pattern of road traffic noise-the presence of noise peak events-that may be critical, also suggesting that response to road traffic noise may be better assessed by some combination of the conventional http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apacoust.2016.04.010 0003-682X/Ó 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
continuous noise measures with pattern variables such as the number of noise events. In this context, several indicators for traffic noise annoyance that take into account the fluctuation strength of the sound pressure level (Traffic Noise Index, Noise Pollution Level, Common Noise Index [18] , etc.) have variously been proposed. Finally, models for the prediction of road traffic noise are increasingly used for urban planning and soundscape planning, where a notion of the expected strength and occurrence of noise events is essential, for example for estimating the efficiency of measures for masking road traffic noise [19, 20] .
Based on the above, it is evident that it is of interest to be able to estimate the occurrence, both in magnitude and number, of noise events that can be expected from road traffic streams. There are traffic situations where this may be of particular interest. For example, arterial roads often cross urban areas where, due to signalized intersections, traffic may not be distributed uniformly over time. Moreover, the traffic stream may contain heavy vehicles. When people live at close distance to such roadways, high vehicle passby levels may result in them noticing these events and/or their sleep disturbance. Energy equivalent levels can be, in these and other circumstances depending on the volume of traffic flow, relatively insensitive to the number and level of individual noise peaks from high-noise-emission vehicles in the road traffic stream.
For noise assessment and management where noise events are likely to be prevalent within road traffic streams, knowledge of the time history of the sound level caused by road traffic is required. A number of traffic noise models have been developed in the past that are suited for predicting the time history of the sound level arising from a traffic stream. Examples are the models developed at INRETS [21, 22] , at Ghent University [23, 24] and at EPFL [25] . These models predict the instantaneous contribution of single vehicles to the sound level at a receiver location over time, and account for dynamic effects of vehicular traffic, such as the excess noise emission due to acceleration of vehicles (although limitations still exist because of the relative scarcity of measurement data on emissions during acceleration, and because of the limited accuracy of the estimated traffic variables, in particular acceleration, within dynamic traffic models). This dynamic approach can be used to estimate more advanced indicators, such as indicators that assess the impact of traffic light cycles [26] [27] [28] or indicators that assess the temporal structure of the sound [29] . Clearly, this approach is a refinement of conventional traffic noise prediction models in which emission calculations are based only on average speeds and intensities [30] [31] [32] . However, the state-of-the-art vehicle noise emission models, for example those used in the FHWA Traffic Noise Model or the European Imagine model [33] , still consider a single, prototypical emission law for each vehicle category. This is sufficient for correctly predicting energy equivalent sound levels, as these emission laws are determined on the basis of measurements on a sufficiently large number of vehicles sampled from the vehicle fleet. Note that the Imagine model takes into account factors such as the percentage of vans or the percentage of vehicles having illegal exhaust adjustments, but only as corrections to the prototypical emission law for each vehicle category.
Roadside noise measurements of real traffic streams show that differences in noise emission levels (due to age, maintenance, modifications, driving style, etc.), between different vehicles within a single vehicle category (for example, cars, trucks, etc.) can be considerable, and that emission distributions for different vehicle categories overlap considerably [34] [35] [36] . Consequently, maximum levels obtained by models that use a single emission law per vehicle category may misrepresent reality. To accurately predict the occurrence and strength of noise events caused by road traffic, the influence of vehicles that are producing more/less noise than the average vehicle has to be taken into account. In Section 2 of this paper, a methodology to do this is outlined. The approach uses individualized vehicle emission laws for predicting the instantaneous overall sound pressure level caused by road traffic. In Can et al. [37] , a similar approach, where each vehicle in the simulation is assigned an emission law randomly selected from a small number of emission laws for each vehicle category, has been shown to affect the estimation of the levels of vehicle peaks. In the present work, the approach is taken one step further. A distribution of the sound power levels of individual vehicles, based on maximum levels sampled from a large measurement database for cars and trucks under real operating conditions [34] , is used as a correction to the prototypical emission law for each vehicle category [38] . The effect of this approach on estimated energy-equivalent levels, percentile levels and sound event indicators is illustrated in Section 3.
Methodology

Overview
The proposed approach for predicting the traffic noise level time history near roadways is similar in structure to other dynamic traffic noise prediction models [22, 23] , and consists of coupling a microscopic road traffic simulation model with a model for instantaneous vehicle noise emission and a point-to-point sound propagation model. A general overview of the model is shown in Fig. 1 .
A microscopic simulation of road traffic, in which the movement of individual vehicles is simulated, forms the basis of the proposed approach. Given a road network, vehicle fleet properties and aggregated traffic demand data, a simulation run of such a model provides the instantaneous position, speed and acceleration of each vehicle at each timestep during a predefined simulation period. Subsequently, instantaneous emission spectra for all sources are calculated using a noise emission model. Instead of using prototypical vehicle emission factors to estimate the average noise emission for a vehicle given its category, speed and acceleration, the proposed approach extends existing models by taking into account a realistic distribution of vehicle noise emission levels (grayed box in Fig. 1 ). The latter is implemented by adding a Fig. 1 . General overview of the proposed methodology. The left column shows the inputs; the right column shows the models applied and the outputs. The grayed box marks the difference between the proposed model and existing models (for present purposes, this paper considers a simplified propagation model with no buildings and fixed meteorological conditions).
zero-mean distribution (in terms of sound power) of emission corrections to account for vehicle state and effects of driving style (see below). Finally, a point-to-point sound propagation model is used to calculate the sound level history at one or more receiver locations. In this paper we model a simplified setting of a receiver adjacent to a dual-lane roadway with unobstructed propagation, but a propagation model could take into account the geometry of the environment, such as the location of buildings or noise barriers, and different meteorological conditions [39] .
Instantaneous vehicle noise emission model
To estimate instantaneous point source sound power levels, in this work the Imagine road traffic noise emission model [33] is used, in which two sources of noise are considered separately: rolling noise (generated by tire-road interaction and aerodynamic drag) and propulsion noise (generated by the powertrain and the exhaust). These contributions are given, respectively, by the following formulae: . For values of the coefficients A R , B R , A P , B P and C P , for each 1/3-octave band and for each vehicle category, we refer to [33] . Both contributions can be aggregated to obtain the total instantaneous sound power level produced by a vehicle, on a 1/3-octave band basis:
Note that according to the Imagine road traffic noise emission model [33] , for propagation calculations, rolling and propulsion source power is divided over two point sources placed at different heights above the road surface.
To account for the distribution in sound power emitted by individual vehicles within a given category, as found in actual traffic streams, a correction DL W is added to the point source sound power level calculated using the Imagine model:
This emission model will be referred to as the ''Distribution" model in the remainder of this paper, to distinguish the model from the ''Imagine" model that assumes a single emission law for each vehicle category. For each vehicle that enters the simulation, a unique correction DL W is randomly sampled from the measured distributions for the corresponding vehicle category within the Imagine model. For propagation calculations, this correction is applied to both rolling and propulsion noise sources.
Construction of correction distributions
Distributions of the sound power corrections are calculated based on the measurement data reported by Brown and Tomerini [34] . This study presents distributions of the noise level maxima generated during the pass-by of over 85,000 vehicles in service on urban arterials and motorways in Brisbane (Queensland, Australia). Propagation effects were filtered out, and L Amax values (measured using ''fast" time weighting) were normalized to a distance of 15 m from the centerline of the vehicle travel path. In order to minimize the effect of the road surface on measurement results, all measurements were conducted near roads with a dense graded asphalt surface, and data from sites where distance effects arising from vehicles traveling on roadways where multiple lanes could have given rise to an error of more than 2 dB(A) were removed from the analysis. Consequently, the measured distributions primarily capture the effects of individual driving style, including acceleration volatility [40] , and vehicle state. Distributions of L Amax measured for free-flowing traffic are available for four vehicle categories (cars, non-articulated and articulated trucks, motorcycles), for posted speed limits from 60 to 100 km/h. Figs. 2 and 3 show the distributions of L Amax used in this work, respectively for cars and articulated trucks (actual counts are plotted to illustrate the sample size for each vehicle category). According to Naish [41] , emission spectra between European and Queensland vehicles are similar. Overall, light vehicles in Queensland appear to be slightly louder than their European counterparts, whereas emissions of medium and heavy sized vehicles are again similar. Therefore, it can be assumed that similar distributions would have been obtained if measurements had been carried out elsewhere.
In order to compile distributions of DL W based on the distributions of L Amax , a number of assumptions were considered. Firstly, from a visual inspection of the distributions at different speeds (free-flow conditions), it was concluded that the width and shape of the distribution does not change significantly with speed (i.e. noisy vehicles are equally noisy at different speeds). This allowed pooling the data for different speeds into a single distribution for each vehicle category (as a first-order approximation), taking into account the shift in median value of L Amax for different speeds. Secondly, it was assumed that corrections are independent of frequency, because no sufficient spectral information was available which could demonstrate otherwise. Thirdly, it was assumed that the distribution in L Amax equals the distribution in sound power level. Finally, corrections DL W were normalized to a zero mean sound power. This way, energy equivalent sound levels estimated using the proposed Distribution model L dist W ðv; aÞ would equal those estimated using the Imagine emission model L im W ðv; aÞ. This facilitates comparison between outputs from the two models, in which any systematic differences in noise emission between the European and Australian vehicle fleet are removed [41] . Note that the shape and range of these distributions still characterize the Australian vehicle fleet, but a similar approach can be used to collect locally applicable distributions elsewhere. Fig. 4 shows the final distributions of DL W that are achieved using the approach outlined. These distributions tend to be skewed to lower values for all vehicle categories except for motorcycles. The width of the main peak of the distributions is about 8-10 dB, which is very similar to results from measurements performed in the UK [35] and Switzerland [36] .
Implementation
The above has been implemented as a simulation framework, called Noysim2, written in the Python programming language (http://www.python.org). Any microscopic traffic simulation model that provides instantaneous vehicle positions, speeds and accelerations as output can be used with Noysim2, but functionality is provided such that Noysim2 can be readily used as a plugin for Aimsun (http://www.aimsun.com), a commercially available microscopic traffic simulation software package. Similarly, Noysim2 can be interfaced with any point-to-point propagation model, but functionality for using the ISO 9613 propagation model [42] is included in the framework and is used in this paper. As an illustration, Fig. 5 shows a typical sound level time history, calculated with and without the proposed distribution of corrections. As expected, the time history calculated using the Distribution model shows a large dynamic range in passby levels (17 dB for light vehicles, 25 dB for heavy vehicles), for the 10-min time series considered.
Case study
Road network and simulation scenarios
The aim of the simulations performed in this case study is to investigate the influence of accounting for realistic vehicle sound power distributions on the estimation of measures that characterize sound events. For this, the simplified setting of a receiver along a straight, one-way, dual-lane road carrying free flow traffic is considered, a setting typically encountered in rural areas. A simulation network containing a single road segment with a length of 2200 m was constructed using the Aimsun traffic simulation software package (http://www.aimsun.com). A schematic drawing is shown in Fig. 6 (note that a two-way road with one lane in each direction can be expected to lead to the same results). Obviously, it is not feasible to simulate all conceivable road network configurations. However, although the current setting is relatively simple and neglects the potential effects of congestion, the presence of traffic lights, etc., it already provides some insight in the effects of using an emission distribution on estimated sound event measures. A series of scenarios was created by varying the speed limit, the traffic demand and the percentage of heavy vehicles, as shown in Fig. 6 . The total number of unique scenarios equals 2 Â 6 Â 3 = 36. In order to achieve statistically relevant results, the simulation duration considered was 24 h, with a simulation timestep of 0.4 s. The actual simulations included an additional warm-up period of 5 min. Vehicles are loaded onto the network at the entry of the road segment, randomly distributed in time according to a negative exponential distribution.
Instantaneous vehicle noise emission spectra are calculated for all simulation scenarios using the Imagine and the Distribution emission models, based on the same traffic simulation run for both models. For the Imagine emission model, default road surface parameters are used. Subsequently, the time history of the sound level at a receiver located along the perpendicular bisector of the simulated road segment (i.e. near the center of the road segment), at a distance of 15 m to the centerline of the closest lane, and at a height of 2 m, is calculated. The instantaneous sound level is calculated using the ISO 9613 propagation model [42] , assuming free field propagation conditions, default meteorological conditions and a hard surface throughout the simulated area. Finally, energy equivalent levels, percentile levels and sound event indicators are calculated based on the time history of the sound level. Due to the stochastic nature of the sampling used in the Distribution model (in other words, the model randomly selects a correction DL W for each vehicle that is loaded onto the network, according to the appropriate correction distribution for the vehicle category), results may differ between simulation runs. Variability between simulation runs can be expected to decrease with increasing traffic volume. Therefore, a number of simulation runs are performed for the Distribution model, ranging from ten runs for the lowest traffic volume to two runs for the highest traffic volume, and results are averaged. The number of runs for each scenario was chosen such that the total simulation time was more or less the same in all scenarios. Table 1 shows a first set of acoustical measures calculated for the case study scenarios using the Distribution emission model (averaged arithmetically across simulation runs; the standard deviations are given), and in parentheses, the difference with the Imagine emission model. As expected, there is no significant difference between both models when it comes to predicting L Aeq;24h because the corrections in the Distribution model were constructed to give a mean emission sound power equal to that of the Imagine model. The standard deviation in estimates of L Aeq;24h between simulation runs is found to be smaller than 0.7 dB in all scenarios.
Results
However, using the Distribution emission model results in estimates for the maximum sound level, L Amax (calculated over the 24-h simulation period), that are 12-18 dB higher than those obtained using the Imagine emission model. In general, the higher the traffic volume, the larger the difference becomes. Furthermore, the standard deviation in estimates of L Amax between 24-h simulation runs can be higher than 3 dB when the Distribution model is used. This resembles the actual situation, where the maximum sound level is determined by the passage of vehicles at the extreme end of the sound emission distribution, but which are also very rare. The Distribution model is able to take into account the influence of these loud vehicles, but at the cost of the need for much longer simulation times, in order to get stable estimates. Moreover, because of the variability in estimates (and measurements) of L Amax , the use of this indicator for characterizing sound events can be questioned.
When estimates of the percentile levels L A01 and L A05 that characterize the average level of sound events are considered, one finds that using the Distribution emission model results in lower values for low traffic volumes, and higher values for high traffic volumes, as compared to using the Imagine emission model. Differences range from À1.5 dB to as much as +3.8 dB for L A01 , and from À2.4 dB to +0.8 dB for L A05 . Standard deviations between runs are within 0.4 dB for all scenarios. Table 2 shows a second set of acoustical measures calculated for the case study scenarios. The median level L A50 is consistently estimated to be lower by 1-4 dB when using the Distribution emission model, as compared to using the Imagine model. This is a direct consequence of the correction distributions being skewed to lower values. The effect is largest at low traffic volume.
Finally, three indicators that count the number of sound events in a traffic noise signal are considered. The first indicator, N CN , measures the number of times that the sound level exceeds L A50 with at least 3 dB, for at least 3 s [43] . This indicator is adaptive, as the threshold for event detection rises with the median level. The second indicator, MM60, uses a fixed value of 60 dB(A) as the threshold for event detection, but only takes into account events that are separated in time by at least 3 s, and for which the sound level increased with at least 5 dB within the 25 s preceding the event [34] . The third indicator, MM70, is defined in a similar way, but with a threshold for event detection of 70 dB(A) instead. In Table 2 , values for these indicators are given per hour.
For low traffic volumes, values for N CN obtained using the Distribution model do not differ significantly from those obtained using the Imagine model. For intermediate traffic volumes, the Distribution model gives rise to slightly lower values, as sound events produced by the passby of quieter vehicles have a larger chance to be masked by the noise from other louder vehicles in the traffic stream. For high traffic volumes, the interpretation of the results is more complex. Using the Imagine model results in a quasiconstant sound level for high traffic volumes, where only the events caused by a fraction of the heavy vehicles emerge more than 3 dB above the adaptive threshold, as there are typically several vehicles impacting the sound level at a given time step. The Distribution model gives rise to considerably higher values for N CN . This comes as no surprise, since the use of the Distribution emission model results in a larger dynamic range for the sound level, and also the noisiest light vehicles give rise to sound events in this case.
For the non-adaptive event indicator MM60, values obtained using the Distribution model are consistently lower than those obtained using the Imagine model, because the quieter vehicles of the Distribution model do not produce sound events that exceed 60 dB(A), as can be seen in Fig. 5(b) . However, such a result is highly sensitive to the particular threshold level chosen. If 70 dB (A) is chosen instead, the results are reversed for the low speed limit and for low traffic volumes, with the Distribution model producing more counts than the Imagine model. In these cases, only heavy vehicles produce peaks using the Imagine model. For the high speed limit, values obtained using the Distribution model are again consistently lower than those obtained using the Imagine model, and this is even more pronounced than for MM60, because the correction distributions for heavy vehicles are skewed to lower values. Table 1 Acoustical measures (L Aeq;24h , LAmax, LA01, LA05) of the sound level time history, at a distance of 15 m from the road, for all scenarios using the Distribution emission model. Results are averaged arithmetically across simulation runs; the standard deviation is included. The difference with the Imagine model is shown in parentheses. 4. Discussion
Effects on noise indicator estimates
Because the correction distributions have, for the case study described in this work, been normalized to a zero mean sound power, energy equivalent sound levels estimated using the Distribution emission model equal those estimated using the Imagine emission model. However, for the often encountered setting of a receiver adjacent to a dual-lane road, the distribution approach was shown to result in considerably different values for percentile levels as compared to using a single emission law for each vehicle category. In particular, values for the median level L A50 were consistently estimated to be lower by several dB, a consequence of the correction distributions being skewed to lower values.
Whereas the distributed emission level approach resulted in stable estimates of percentile levels, estimates of L Amax were found to be unstable, i.e. not reproducible. When using the Imagine vehicle sound power levels, simulations produce levels of the indicator L Amax that are stable and predictable across different flow rates, simply because the maximum level emitted by a passing vehicle of a particular type will, unrealistically, be the same irrespective of the vehicle flow rate on the roadway (the level at the receiver may increase slightly with flow rate because of the contributions from other vehicles in proximity to the source vehicle as traffic volume increases). Within the current, more realistic, approach with variable emission levels within each vehicle category, a relatively small sample is drawn from a distribution with a high variance, resulting in instability in the estimates of the L Amax indicator.
Implications for practice and policy
The finding of instability in the L Amax indicator has important practical ramifications for measurement practice and for policy. Application of this indicator is allowed, even encouraged, in the Environmental Noise Directive of the European Commission [2] and is reported in most research on sleep disturbance. However, the simulations reported above show that there is no way to undertake a measurement of L Amax of road traffic streams (particularly for low to moderate traffic volumes) that can produce replicable results. Contiguous L Aeq measurements for relatively short periods of road traffic are usually consistent (as are replicate measurements on different days of the week), but this is not the case for L Amax . Instability in measurements of L Amax has been reported previously [44, 45] , and is often attributed to traffic related sources such as sirens or claxons [46] . The simulation results in this paper demonstrate that the reason for this instability is, at least partly, due to the variance in vehicle sound power levels. This has ramifications for any policy attempt to set limit values on the L Amax indicator for the assessment of sleep disturbance. In particular, this will be the case in locations where there are relatively low vehicle flow rates. Many roadways carry lower vehicle flow rates at the times when people are sleeping. Given the above, one can conclude that for characterizing sound events, a more stable indicator than L Amax is needed.
Another important implication is that measures for reducing traffic noise levels that aim at removing the loudest vehicles from the traffic stream will be much more effective than traffic management measures that target average vehicle speeds, such as lowering speed limits or introducing traffic signal coordination [47] . 
Counting of noise events
The distributed vehicle emission approach to simulation gives insights into the dynamics of road traffic noise by providing a realistic temporal pattern of noise levels that can be further analyzed using sound event indicators. Three indicators for the number of events, one with and two without an adaptive threshold, were shown to be influenced by traffic flow rates in a different way when using a distribution emission model. The indicator with adaptive threshold (N CN ) has its highest values for medium traffic flow rates, whereas the indicators with fixed threshold (MM60, MM70) increase monotonically with traffic flow rate, at least for the range considered in this work. Thus, the definition used for sound event delimitation and counting is critical and needs careful consideration.
More importantly, noise scenarios which differ in speed limit, traffic flow rate and percentage of heavy vehicles, may calculate to the same L Aeq value, but differ substantially in the number of noise events (as counted with any of the three indicators considered) and thus in their effects on people. 
Limitations
It has to be noted that the distributions of the sound power corrections that are used in this paper are based on measurement data obtained along urban arterial roads under free flow conditions, as reported in a previous study [34] . Therein, care was taken to filter out the effects of sound propagation, road surface and multiple lanes, such that the source of the variance in the measured sound power level distributions for vehicles within the same category primarily reflected the effects on vehicle emission levels of vehicle state (age, maintenance, modifications) and individual driving style (such as gear-changing behavior and acceleration volatility [40] ). The speeds used for constructing the emission corrections in this work are the posted speed limits, not the actual vehicle speeds. The latter would have varied around the posted speed limits for the measurement locations considered in the previous study [34] . However, because no measurements of actual vehicle speeds or sound spectra were available from the previous study, it was not possible to make a distinction between the effect of the speed distribution and the effect of genuinely louder/quiter vehicles for a given speed (including the effect of driving behavior). Moreover, as only free flow conditions were considered in this work, acceleration values would have been very small or even null. There is a possibility that the distributions of the sound power corrections depend on acceleration; those vehicles that exhibit the highest accelerations might be prone to be the same ones that are the loudest, in which case fighting such behavior would be a very efficient measure to reduce traffic noise levels. Unfortunately, no data was available to confirm or refute this hypothesis.
It can be shown that, for free flow traffic, the speed distribution for a given category of vehicles approximates to a normal distribution, with the width of the distribution related to the mean speed [48] . For example, for a posted speed limit of 100 km/h, a standard deviation in actual speeds no greater than 20 km/h can be expected [49] . From the emission laws within the Imagine road traffic noise emission model [33] it can be derived that in such situation, the effect of the speed distribution on noise levels will be relatively small. An increase in speed from 80 km/h to 120 km/h would result in an increase by 3 dB in sound power level emitted by light vehicles, which is considerably smaller than the width of the distributions used in this work. It has already been shown that the effect of the speed distribution on energy equivalent levels is limited to 0.2-0.3 dB [49] . It can therefore be expected that the effect of the variation in individual vehicle speeds will not influence the general conclusions of this work.
Finally, only a relatively simple free flow traffic scenario was considered in the present work, and sound propagation in an environment without buildings was considered, using the ISO 9613 sound propagation model [42] . Applying the approach outlined in this work to more realistic traffic scenarios in urban context, including scenarios in which congestion may occur, and including a more sophisticated propagation model [50, 51] , would yield more accurate results over a wider range of conditions, and would allow to estimate sound event indicators in urban context more accurately.
Conclusions
This paper reported on a novel approach for simulating instantaneous sound levels caused by road traffic, extending existing modeling approaches by taking into account a distribution of vehicle sound power levels. The approach allows simulation of a more realistic sound level time history at the location of the receiver. This is of importance for the estimation of indicators that characterize the occurrence, both in magnitude and number, of noise events caused by a traffic stream. The effect of this approach on estimated percentile levels and sound event indicators was investigated through a simulation case study. The introduction of a distribution of vehicle sound power levels was shown to affect estimated percentile sound levels by up to 4 dB, depending on vehicle speeds and traffic flow rates. Moreover, the approach resulted in non-reproducible estimates of L Amax , which strongly limits the use of this indicator for characterizing sound events. Finally, three noise event count indicators, which use different rules to delimit sound events, were shown to be influenced in a different way by traffic flow rates when using the distribution emission model approach.
